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''Subtractive.'' Four new envelopes of these new models are provided, and the plugin is
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fully inspired by the ambisonic audio design studio Also included is a selection of new
presets drawn from a new R-Evolution sample collection.... I can't even begin to

describe the number of hours I've spent on this plugin; I've tried to pack all of the
tweaks possible into a single plugin of this size. By any definition, this is the most

complex pitchwheel out there, but it's also the most powerful and flexible. I think the
design and implementation of this plugin are a real revelation. Don't hesitate to try the
multithreaded plugin (you just need a slow CPU) as it's a game-changer in pitchwheel
effects! The amount of work I've put in on this project is just staggering; more than 30
unique model implementations, a synthesis model, an ambisonic decoding engine, a
selection of audio patches, a synchronous envelope system and all the features and

functionality needed to make this a musical instrument.... I can't say enough about how
passionate I am about this project and I truly hope you find it to be a worthwhile

addition to your collection. I think this is a milestone for the pitchwheel plug-in scene.
The multi-threaded and multi-core versions should provide a noticeable performance
improvement. I tested with a 3.2 GHz CPU and while it's no showstopper, this version
isn't going to fly on a desktop at full processing power. If you've got 2.4 GHz it should
be snappy. The new 'Subtractive'' model type also uses a lot of processing power, so
this version will be much slower than the others. Additionally, the presonus firewire

codec is painfully slow. This version was actually my first draft of the project and you'll
see that it is very rough and it was getting close to midnight, so nothing that you see

on this version is ever final.... About the new features The new R-Evolution
'"Amplitude"' model is the most configurable; there are only 4 settings: flat, amplitude,
slope and slope+amplitude. There are a large number of new preset models, where I

tried to jam as much functionality into one model as possible while still having a
recognizable pitchwheel sound. The '"Additive"' model was included to allow a very

simple model to be created by just passing the audio through one of these models and
it sounds great. The '"Subtractive"' model brings ambisonic audio to life: very low

frequencies get completely attenuated and the remaining frequencies are reversed.
This is an extremely powerful model and can be programmed to feel like a chorus, an
amplifier, a complex speaker cabinet or anything else you can imagine.... I have been
working my ass off to get this project out the door. I've done some fairly extraordinary
things to optimize this plugin on a platform I never expected to code on. 5ec8ef588b
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